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Violence has become a huge part of youths lives nowadays. Youths no longer settle their arguments by talking instead they look for fights thinking that will solve things. Violence doesn't help at all instead it makes things worse. If violence keeps being like this now we will not be setting a good example for our future generations and due to violence allot of young people's lives will be vanished and many youths will end up in jail. Now is that what we want for our country? No, therefore violence in this country must stop.

Violence hasn't necessarily affected my life physically nor mentally but I am appalled at how nowadays you see young girls and guys fighting, recording it then putting it on the internet. I really have no words to describe how disgusting
and sad it is to see young kids and youths hurting themselves for the simple fact of getting attention from others. I think this might be the cause of youth violence. Youths post videos on Facebook, YouTube and other websites just to get likes and attention. They think that will make them look tougher and will make them more popular when it really doesn’t. Another cause for youth violence could be that youths don’t know how to solve their problems by talking. Also, there has been a lot of drama now so people just fight each other for the simple reason that they can’t solve their problems by talking. For example, I have seen girls starting drama for the dumbest reasons then after you hear rumors about them fighting after school. I honestly find it annoying because by fighting your not going to solve anything because after the fight is done the problem will still
be there and it would've been pointless fighting when you could've simply talked about it.

As an individual, I think I can reassure youth violence by making notice that fighting and other types of violence doesn't solve anything. By fighting, you just making enemies and making this world dangerous for others. I want to give the message that if you just talk in the end, you can actually be friends and that way there won't be so much negative things in this world.

We live in a world full of beautiful and great things. I really hope violence ends because it's an unnecessary thing that actually does harm to this country.